Many visually-guided robotic systems rely on stereo video data streams to obtain surface models of environmental structure. However stereo video-based 3D pointclouds are noisier than those produced from laser-based scanners and are subject to areas of sparse point information corresponding to textureless or specular surfaces. This complicates the process of constructing polygonal meshes from these point-clouds. This paper develops an approach to meshing for stereo video surface reconstruction that addresses these issues and, by exploiting the known egomotion of the sensor, obtains surface normal and texture rendering information. This widens the range of applications for which stereo video reconstruction can be applied and opens the possibility of using stereo video to generate models for real-time rendering applications.
Introduction
A growing number of robotic systems and sensors (e.g. [4, 13] ) rely on stereo video data streams to obtain 3D environmental models. These models are used for a range of robotic tasks (e.g., localization, mapping) and often are the goal output of the robotic system (e.g., the construction of a 3D visual simulation of the extended visual environment). Building such models involves integrating raw sensor measurements from the stereo video data streams into 3D environmental models. The task of generating 3D models from scanner point-cloud data, referred to as surface reconstruction, has been an active subject of research for many years (see [2] for a survey of the field). A wide range of algorithms have been developed to solve this problem but these algorithms have been mainly designed to operate on laser scanner data. Although both laser scanners and stereo video sensors produce point-cloud datasets, there are many differences in the types of errors found in datasets obtained with the different scanning technologies. These errors greatly influence the performance of meshing algorithms designed for laser point-cloud data when applied to stereo video data.
Whether the scanner is stereo video or laser based the goals of a surface reconstruction algorithm are the same: to produce a mesh that best represents the surface captured by a point-cloud. This model must be accurate, but it must also be efficient to render and appear realistic. The rendering performance of a 3D model is inversely proportional to its uncompressed size, thus for a 3D model to be useful in a broader range of applications, it is necessary to develop an approach to meshing that produces spatially efficient polygonal representations of 3D sensor data while maintaining a high level of visual detail. This paper presents an algorithm that solves this problem and complements the strengths of stereo video 3D scanning.
Related work
Many different meshing algorithms exist which are used to generate polygonal meshes from 3D point-cloud data. The renowned Marching Cubes algorithm (described in [9] ) is over twenty years old but remains a dominant approach to performing meshing. The success of the Marching Cubes approach is due to the fact that the algorithm is relatively fast, can operate at any user defined resolution, and generally produces good looking results. Another more recent meshing algorithm is Constrained Elastic Surface Nets [5] . This algorithm differs from volumetric approaches such as Marching Cubes by operating on voxel volumes. The resulting meshes appear smooth as a result of a relaxtion step that is applied during the algorithm; this smoothing feature can assist with repairing artifacts produced by noisy pointcloud data.
No meshing algorithm can be expected to produce a complete mesh and given the nature of stereo video pointcloud data it is usually necessary to repair (or remesh) the raw mesh obtained by the meshing algorithm. Remeshing may include closing cracks (holes in a mesh resulting from unaligned edges of adjacent mesh polygons), filling holes (chains of polygon edges which are not closed by a polygon), and producing more well-formed triangles (trian-gles with lower variance in the difference between interior angles). Areas of sparse data present in point-clouds resulting from textureless or highly specular surfaces often yield holes in the resulting mesh. These holes do not exist in the true surface being scanned but rather are an artifact of the scanning technology. The issue of hole-filling can be tackled at multiple levels. Voxel-based approaches (see [3, 11] ) solve the problem by performing hole-filling upon a voxel representation of the mesh rather than operating on the mesh representation itself. Mesh-based holefilling approaches, such as Delauney Triangulization, work with much less data (polygons instead of points or voxels) and can be performed independently of the meshing algorithm initially used (e.g. [17] ).
Mesh decimation, also referred to as mesh simplification, is the task of reducing the polygon count of a mesh while keeping the general appearance and profile of the mesh intact. With the rendering performance of a model being inversely proportional to its size reducing the number of polygons in a mesh is a logical way of improving rendering performance. This is especially true in the case of surface reconstruction where meshing algorithms typically produce dense uniform meshes using many triangles to represent even simple planar surfaces. Decimation algorithms involve collapsing mesh edges, collapsing mesh faces, or removing vertices to produce a smaller mesh while minimizing the change to the spatial form of the model. A number of surveys have appeared describing approaches to mesh decimation including [7] .
Compressing a mesh comes at the cost of sacrificing geometric surface detail resulting in reduced visual quality. Techniques have been developed that improve the visual quality of a mesh via smoothing. The goal of a mesh subdivision smoothing algorithm is to smooth the surface of a mesh while retaining the underlying surface structure. Mesh subdivision smoothing algorithms are often designed to operate on wholly triangle meshes and are applied iteratively to a mesh; each iteration producing a smoother result. However care must be used as the mesh gradually loses volume, as well as fine geometric detail, and gains a significant amount of new faces (triangles) at each step. That being said, a small number of iterations can potentially improve the appearance of a mesh suffering from noise-related artifacts. A recent survey of mesh subdivision smoothing algorithms can be found in [12] .
Along with the point-cloud data, raw video is captured during the stereo video-based surface reconstruction process. For each frame of capture the camera position and orientation is also known. With this information it is possible to apply the video captured images as texture to mesh polygons. This texture provides intensity information when rendering the mesh triangles. Texture is able to convey a significant amount of fine detail of a surface without requiring additional mesh geometry (see [6] for a description of the benefits of texturing and a survey of existing techniques). Many approaches to texture-mapping from realworld range images (e.g. [1, 18, 20] ) have been developed.
UV parameterization [14] is the problem of generating a mapping from vertices of a 3D polygonal mesh into 2D typically for the purpose of assigning texture coordinates. It is also referred to as unwrapping a mesh. The result is a UV mapping; the resulting 2D coordinates are referred to as UV coordinates. Solving the UV parameterization problem is an important aspect of texture mapping for 3D modeling. Texture mapping requires a form of UV parameterization to map the 2D image intensity information to a 3D polygon. This style of texture mapping is the most common and is supported efficiently by video graphics hardware. See [15] for a review.
The mesh operations described above were developed to achieve their respective goals in a variety of fields including real-time computer graphics, computational geometry, image-based modeling and computer vision. The algorithm developed in this paper builds upon the properties of several of these algorithms to achieve the goal of producing a space efficient mesh with a high level of visual quality from stereo video point-clouds.
Meshing stereo video point-clouds
This section presents a novel algorithm for creating 3D models by input produced from stereo video point-cloud data. The entire process is described sequentially: pointcloud preprocessing, meshing, texture mapping, and texture and normal map generation. For each step we begin by describing the operations performed, providing note-worthy details of the design, and lastly explain the rationale behind decisions made with respect to previous work in the area in terms of achieving the goals of this work.
Point-cloud input
The process of creating a 3D model begins with a pointcloud provided by the stereo vision sensor. From an abstract point of view the sensor provides a collection of ordered k-tuples, (x, y, z, r, g, b, t), which encode as a function of time the position (x, y, z) in a global coordinate system and local colour information (r, g, b) associated with each point in the cloud. The sensor provides the time t (frame number) at which this data point in the point-cloud was collected.
As the sensor samples each frame of (x, y, z, r, g, b) on a 2D grid (regular lattice) associated with the camera frame, it is possible to establish a local neighbourhood relationship based on the (u, v) pixel locations in the sensor. The lattice of (r, g, b) intensity values composes the right image of the captured stereo pair for the frame. This sequence of right image frames serves as the raw texture image data for the texturing phase of the algorithm. The process of estimating the point-cloud also provides the pose of the sensor as a function of time and this is available as pose(t) which encodes the position (x, y, z) and orientation (p, q, r) of the sensor for frame t of the point-cloud. This pose information is provided in the global coordinate system.
Point-cloud preprocessing
Before the point-cloud is meshed several pre-processing operations are performed. These operations involve the generation of point-normals, composing the raw texture data, point-cloud culling, and point-cloud storage. These steps generate the data required by later stages in the algorithm, isolate the target surface to be meshed, and compacts the point-cloud in order to improve the run-time performance in the following meshing stage.
Point normals are unit vectors that model the normal of the surface for each point in the point-cloud. The input point data does not provide this information but given the regular lattice structure of the point data input we can estimate the normal for each point based on the distribution of points in the immediate neighbourhood. For isolated points it is not possible to compute a local normal estimate. These points are ignored when the meshing step of the algorithm samples the point-cloud for normal information. The normal information serves as the foundation for generating normal map information and provides noticeable improvement to surface meshing (as opposed to normals computed as averaged orthogonal unit vectors to triangle faces for each vertex).
Point-cloud culling is an optional manual step performed by the user to cull the point-cloud data to a region about the target surface. 3D point-clouds captured in situ often includes significant background structure that is not part of the model and which can be safely discarded. Removing this extraneous point data improves the performance of the meshing stage and avoids having to later remove the corresponding 3D mesh geometry using a secondary 3D polygonal mesh editing tool. Culling is performed by positioning a movable and resizable 3D cube around the target surface and culling the point-cloud to the cube volume.
The next pre-processing step involves removing spurious data points. These are floating outlier data points and points lying along the camera trajectory (artifacts of the stereo algorithm). These points are easily detected as they lie within close proximity to the camera trajectory. They are removed by sweeping a small volume in space-time along the camera trajectory and removing all intersecting points.
The final point-cloud preprocessing step involves representing the point-cloud in an effective manner. The number of points in a reasonably sized model can number in the millions (or even billions). Localized sampling of point data is the limiting factor in run-time performance during meshing. An octree is used to represent the point-cloud. The octree reaches its depth when the dimensions of the leaf nodes are twice the resolution of the meshing algorithm (to prevent under-sampling). A merging step is then performed. Merging 'close' points in (x, y, z) over time provides significant performance efficiencies for later processing. The points contained within non-empty leaf nodes are averaged to produce a single point. This averaging is done for all point attributes: position, colour and surface normal information.
Meshing
Simply applying a meshing algorithm to the point-cloud input is not sufficient. Figure 1 illustrates the meshing strategy followed here in 2D. After applying a basic meshing algorithm the result is a dense uniform mesh. The next step taken is mesh repair; specifically hole-filling (not shown). This mesh is then decimated to reduce geometry density. This mesh is refined via subdivision smoothing to produce the final mesh geometry. A mesh can have a variety of properties, be better suited for some operations than others, and approximate a surface in many different ways; the strategy developed here seeks to find a tradeoff between accuracy, visual quality, and space efficiency to produce 3D model output useful for real-time 3D applications.
The meshing technique used is a variation of the Constrained Elastic Surface Nets [5] algorithm in which the relaxation step is omitted (and hence the voxels are not subdivided). The relaxation step generates subdivided voxels which yields many more mesh faces and the relaxation function does not provide sufficient smoothing to make this higher resolution worthwhile. This is due to the degree of noise present in point-clouds produced by stereo-video sen-sors. Instead we post-process the coarser mesh structure as described below. We also only mesh the topology of the surface from a fixed direction to obtain a well defined mesh border. This works well when scanning scenes or people, but when a scan is required with higher fidelity about a curved surface area or when a closed mesh is the desired output, we fall back to using the Marching Cubes [9] algorithm with a Consensus-Surface [19] signed-distance function representation of the surface.
Once a fully connected mesh has been generated the next step is to close any holes that may be present in the mesh. These holes are primarily the result of highly specular or textureless surfaces which yield areas of very sparse point data in the stereo video point-cloud. These holes are relatively small and two approaches are taken to closing them. To detect the holes of boundary mesh edges, edges that are present in only one mesh face, are identified. Edge loops of size three can be closed trivially by creating a new triangle to fill it. Larger edge loops are filled by first computing the mean vertex from all the vertices in the edge loop chain. A triangle fan is constructed, with this averaged vertex as a center, connected to every edge in the loop. This simple approach works well for small holes and does not require an advanced 3D tessellation algorithm such as Delauney Triangulization.
The iterative nature of the discrete Constrained Elastic Surface Nets meshing algorithm produces a fairly large uniform mesh when run at the resolution required to extract a good surface profile. In order to achieve the goal of a space efficient model the number of faces in the mesh is reduced using a mesh decimation algorithm. The algorithm iteratively finds and collapses the edge that has least impact on the geometry of the model (which follows an approach similar to those discussed in [16] ). This is done by scoring each edge based on the sum of the variance of the orthogonal face normals at each edge vertex. An edge interior to a planar surface would score zero and be an edge amongst those first selected to be collapsed. This is opposed to an edge found along a region of high curvature which would have a larger, non-zero, variance. The result of multiple iterations of this operation is a reduced non-uniform mesh with approximately the same 3D profile as the original. The termination criterion is a fixed number of faces specified by the user.
With the mesh free of holes and decimated, we now address the problem of improving the visual quality of the mesh. Mesh smoothing is a solution to addressing the issue of noise present in the input point-cloud information and repairing aliasing artifacts (such as terracing) introduced by the meshing algorithm. This problem is tackled by applying a single iteration of the Loop Subdivision [8] algorithm.
Texture mapping
The task of texture mapping a 3D model given realworld images and associated camera pose information is non-trivial. Small abrupt changes in colour between adjacent triangles seem unnatural and easily catch the attention of the human eye. The discontinuity between different textures applied to adjacent mesh faces, seaming, is a major issue that needs to be mitigated to effectively texture map a model with multiple real-world images. Our approach is similar to the technique described in [20] . We compute the mapping of a triangle to a range image by projecting the triangle to the image plane in world-space by using its associated camera position and orientation. When a mesh triangle is projected to the camera image given its pose within the bounds of the image and with a non-zero area it is considered a successful mapping. The mapping process begins by selecting an "optimal" range image, i.e. the image that is able to successfully map the most mesh triangles and use that to texture the model. This is often the first image in the frame sequence due to the fact that scanning of a target surface begins by positioning the camera directly at the desired target surface. Triangles that do not map within the bounds of the image or have a zero area mapping are then mapped with a best-fit strategy: the range image chosen is the one that yields the largest projected area on the texture. This provides an initial UV mapping that is used as the raw data for the following texture and normal map generation step.
Texture and normal map generation
The initial UV mapping produced is used in conjunction with a UV parameterization technique to compose a single texture for the mesh. Retaining all the range intensity images as textures for the model is impractical as it would dramatically increase the size of the model. To produce an efficient model representation we use the ABF UV parameterization algorithm [14] to map, or "unwrap", the vertices of the mesh from 3D to a 2D plane. The algorithm minimizes the difference in the interior angles of the triangles between the mesh triangles in 3D to 2D. This effectively minimizes stretch and skew artifacts of the parameterization. It also keeps adjacent faces together and edge lengths consistent which makes the texture much friendlier to post-processing such as scaling or image filtering. The unwrapped mesh can be rendered fully textured to a file as a new single unified texture map; texture UV coordinates for the 3D mesh are simply the vertex positions of unwrapped mesh.
Once the unwrapped coordinates have been computed, a rendering API is used to render the planar mesh unfiltered and unlit in an orthogonal view volume to a buffer. The view volume is constructed to maintain a one-to-one mapping between a world (x, y, 0) position and a screen (x, y) pixel coordinate. The buffer is then converted to a JPEG file for use as the model's single unified texture map.
Results and analysis
This section presents analysis and evaluation of results obtained with the meshing algorithm for stereo video pointcloud data. This includes a meshing error and spaceefficiency comparative analysis of meshes produced with the algorithm developed here compared with results obtained with a typical meshing approach. The section concludes with a summary of the results.
Meshing stages
The previous section provided a detailed description of the algorithm steps involved in the process of meshing a point-cloud obtained from a stereo video-based sensor. Here the algorithm is applied to a collection of point-clouds obtained with the AQUASensor [4] . Figure 2 presents a real-world example of the usefulness of hole-filling when applied to meshes produced from stereo video. Regions of low contrast and specularities present on the target surface (bright white portions of the shirt object) hinder the stereo algorithm's ability to generate corresponding disparity information resulting in sparse areas in the point-cloud in these regions. The meshing algorithm proceeds correctly by not producing any surface geometry in those areas resulting in small mesh holes. The hole-filling algorithm is able to compensate for this limitation of stereo video scanning by filling these holes. The Surface Nets approach generates a very clean looking mesh relative to The generated normal map.
a Marching Cubes generated mesh (free of terracing artifacts). The cost associated with this cleaner mesh is that the variation of the Surface Nets approach used here meshes a 3D topology from a single direction i.e. no geometry is generated behind the model, whereas Marching Cubes produces (in most cases) a closed mesh. This disadvantage becomes an advantage later as the well-defined mesh border of the Surface Nets approach complements the ABF UV parameterization step. Figure 3 shows the results of the texture and normal map creation step of the algorithm. The ABF UV parameterization algorithm generates a 2D mapping for the 3D mesh. Rendering the 2D "unwrapped" mesh to an orthogonal view volume yields a single unified texture for the model. The 2D mapping becomes the UV mapping for the 3D mesh. This step enables the captured image information from several frames to be composed together into a single image. A high resolution normal map is also constructed by sampling point-normal data at the corresponding 3D positions of the 2D mapping and rendering out a normal map image in the same manner as the texture map.
Performance evaluation
The sample output of the algorithm provides a level of qualitative evaluation. This subsection describes two experiments that have been conducted to evaluate the performance of the algorithm. Both compare the developed algorithm against the straightforward approach of applying a standard meshing technique on the input data. The first experiment investigates the algorithm's tolerance to the presence of noise in input point-cloud data. The second experiment quantitatively analyzes the space efficiency of the algorithm.
(a) σ = 0.00m The locations of points in the cloud are corrupted with random noise. The second row shows the corresponding meshes generated using a basic meshing algorithm. The third row of images are meshes generated from the algorithm developed here.
Meshing analysis
In order to evaluate the performance of the algorithm a sequence of point clouds of a hemisphere of radius 0.25m protruding from a 1m × 1m plane were generated with points in the cloud corrupted through the addition of varying levels of random noise (σ). 20, 000 points were generated for each cloud. For a given noise level σ, the location of each point was corrupted by adding a uniform random vector (±random(0, σ), ±random(0, σ), ±random(0, σ)) to each point. The point-cloud was meshed using the modified Surface Nets algorithm and then again with the complete algorithm developed here. The mean distance from the generated meshes to the true surface was then computed by sampling the mesh uniformly at 10, 000 points on the surface. This was repeated 10 times for both meshing approaches for 20 noise levels. The mesh produced by the developed algorithm is able to maintain its appearance in the presence of noise more capably relative to the basic meshing algorithm. Figure 5 shows the quantitative data recorded from the experiment. The graph plots the mean distance from points on the generated polygons to their positions on the true surface. The results from both meshing approaches are close, and grow closer as the level of noise increases indicating that the error introduced by the additional decimation and subdivision steps performed to improve visual quality and space efficiency has little impact given noisy point-cloud data. Given that it is difficult to achieve stereo accuracy within 2cm from a reasonably short (∼ 3m) distance (see [10] for accuracy information on the PointGrey Triclops Library) the difference at the lower noise levels is further mitigated. The mesh subdivision smoothing operation performed can account for the tolerance of the resulting mesh to decimation and noise. The decimation step taken by the algorithm developed here also helped reduce the total number of mesh faces significantly versus the basic uniform mesh at every noise level (the topic of space efficiency is discussed in detail later). The basic meshing approach computes the normal of a vertex as the average of all the connected (orthogonal) face normals while the algorithm developed here samples its normals by computing the average of the normals in a small radius about the vertex from the point-cloud data. The exper- iment computed the mean angular difference between each vertex normal in the mesh against the normal of the true surface 10 times for each noise level. The mesh vertex location and normal information was corrupted in the same manner as the previous experiment. Figure 6 shows the quantitative data recorded from the experiment. The graph plots the mean angular difference of the test runs at each noise level. Their is a clear advantage of sampling normal information over normals computed from surface geometry.
Space efficiency analysis
A key goal of this work is to distinguish itself from current approaches to meshing 3D scanner data by producing space efficient model representations. This subsection quantitatively analyzes the space savings attained by the algorithm developed here versus the output produced from the combination of a uniform meshing with texturing mapping (similar to the approach used by the iSM [13] system). The goal of the algorithm is to produce a comparable result in terms of visual detail while reducing the uncompressed space required to represent the model. Figures 7 and Table 1 show the results of an experiment on output 3D model space efficiency. A basic meshing approach (similar to that used by the iSM system [11] ) involves applying a meshing algorithm and texturing the resulting mesh with the captured real-world image data. The algorithm presented in this paper builds upon this significantly from a space efficiency perspective by incorporating stages for mesh decimation and UV parameterization. Qualitatively from Figure 7 we can see the resulting models appear very similar in terms of visual quality. From the untextured mesh views the benefit of the normals produced from sampling points in combination with mesh subdivision can be seen to produce a smoother looking result. model output also highlights the benefit of the accurate normal information present via a normal map by producing a much more clearer and cleanly lit face on the model. Quantitatively (see Table 1 ) we see a significantly reduced number of faces in favor of the algorithm developed here. The experiments were run on a dataset consisting of 66 stereo image frames of dimensions 320 × 240 pixels, and produced texture and normal maps of size 256 × 256 pixels and meshes with an uncompressed vertex size of 32B. All images and map data use a 24 − bit RGB colour representation. The final result is a significant 91% space savings, the majority of which is the result of the UV parameterization performed to reduce the amount of texture data.
Conclusion
Stereo video-based 3D scanning technology produces noisy point-cloud data where density varies depending on surface texture and lighting conditions. This point-cloud data needs to be converted into a polygonal mesh representation for visualization and later processing. A great deal of research has been done to develop point-cloud meshing algorithms to generate accurate polygonal surface geometry but these approaches are typically oriented to solving niche high-end advanced surface reconstruction problems for laser data where performance considerations are negligible and in which the raw data is obtained with higher accuracy. Thus the meshes produced are often dense high resolution uniform meshes. The rendering performance of a polygonal mesh is inversely proportional to its uncompressed size which can lead to performance issues when these meshes are rendered. The surface detail of a mesh can be improved significantly via the use of texture and normal map information. The data required to produce this additional information can be obtained from stereo video scanner produced input. The algorithm developed here is designed to be an effective solution to producing 3D models from stereo video sensor data suitable for real-time applications. This is achieved by both overcoming noise and areas of sparse information present in point-cloud input and producing a smooth space efficient mesh with texture and normal map information as output. Building upon existing polygonal meshing techniques for range scanner data and several topics from areas including computer vision, computational geometry and computer graphics are combined, and a novel meshing algorithm has been developed that extracts and uses image and normal information to produce smooth compact 3D meshes with texture and normal maps to model surfaces. The introduction of normal maps to the representation of the recovered models provides a more accurate representation of surface normal structure even while obtaining significant memory savings in terms of underlying object geometry.
